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Abstract. Dayside poleward moving auroral forms
(PMAFs) were detected between 06:30 and 07:00 UT
on December 16, 1998, by the meridian scanning photometer
and the all-sky camera at Ny Ålesund, Svalbard. Simulta-
neous SuperDARN HF radar measurements permitted the
study of the associated ionospheric velocity pattern. A good
general agreement is observed between the location and
movement of velocity enhancements (flow channels) and the
PMAFs. Clear signatures of equatorward flow were detected
in the vicinity of PMAFs. This flow is believed to be the
signature of a return flow outside the reconnected flux tube,
as predicted by the Southwood (1987) model. The simulated
signatures of this model reproduce globally the measured
signatures, and differences with the experimental data can
be explained by the simplifications of the model. Proposed
schemes of the flow modification due to the presence of sev-
eral flow channels and the modification of cusp and region 1
field-aligned currents at the time of sporadic reconnection
events are shown to fit well with the observations.

Key words. Ionosphere (auroral ionosphere, plasma convec-
tion) – Magnetospheric physics (magnetopause, cusp and
boundary layers)

1 Introduction

During periods when the north-south component of the inter-
planetary magnetic field (IMF) is negative, a common signa-
ture observed by meridian scanning photometers around noon
are the poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs) (e.g. Sand-
holt et al., 1990). These structures have been identified as the
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ionospheric signature of sporadic reconnection at the mag-
netopause, between interplanetary and magnetospheric flux
tubes.

Once reconnected, the flux tubes are dragged through the
ambient plasma under the magnetic tension force due to the
strong field line curvature. Southwood (1987) has proposed
a qualitative model of the ionospheric plasma flow in and
around a reconnected flux tube. In the model, field-aligned
currents (FACs) flow down one side of the flux tube and up
the other. The current closure is achieved by horizontal Ped-
ersen currents in the ionosphere. The corresponding plasma
flow exhibits a twin-vortex pattern, the ambient plasma be-
ing driven from the front to the back of the tube. Using this
model, several authors (McHenry and Clauer, 1987; Wei and
Lee, 1990; Lockwood, 1991; Chaston et al., 1993) have quan-
titatively modeled the convection vortices associated with the
motion of the flux tube, and the ground magnetometer sig-
nature of the associated current system. These signatures are
highly variable, depending on the position of the magnetome-
ter and the characteristics of the convecting flux tube. Chas-
ton et al.(1993) concluded that a reconnection signature can-
not be identified on the basis of single magnetometer obser-
vations and that a station array is at least necessary. Farru-
gia et al. (1989) showed that travelling convection vortices
induced by solar wind pressure pulses, could mimic the mag-
netometer signatures predicted for an isolated circular con-
vecting flux tube.

When observed with an HF radar, reconnected flux tubes
appear generally as regions of temporally enhanced flow
velocity called “flow channels” (e.g. Pinnock et al., 1995;
Rodger and Pinnock, 1997; Provan et al., 1998; Milan et al.,
1999). The flow channel moves longitudinally under the in-
fluence of the By component of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) and then drifts poleward. Its phase velocity (de-
duced from the drift of the event as a whole) is equal to, or
of the same order as, the flow velocity, as predicted by the
Southwood model. In a case study, Milan et al. (1999) have
also shown the co-location of flow channels and PMAFs. In
the studies mentioned above, the predicted return flow of the
ambient plasma in the vortices has been elusive, although
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Pinnock et al. (1993) reported on data that indicate the pres-
ence of return flow. Lockwood et al. (1990) inferred from
magnetometer data that weak return flow existed on either
side of a flow channel observed using the EISCAT radars.
Recently, Sandholt et al. (1999) also used magnetometers to
show the existence of return flow on the equatorward side of
a PMAF, observed with Svalbard optical instruments. As this
return flow is an essential part of the Southwood (1987) flow
model, the study of its presence and characteristics are impor-
tant for the understanding of FTE flow patterns and reconnec-
tion models. Lockwood et al. (1990) and Lockwood (1991)
noted that the ratio of the peak return flows to the event phase
velocity was set by the ratio of the event dimension along and
perpendicular to the direction of event motion. The low val-
ues of this ratio (i.e. weak return flows) for events moving
longitudinally were in agreement with the extended longitu-
dinal dimension of the flow channels.

In this paper, we report on a case study of simultane-
ous observations of PMAFs and flow channels on Decem-
ber 16, 1998, between 06:30 and 07:00 UT. Two papers have
already been devoted to the study of the same time period.
McCrea et al. (1999) have described the large-scale flow for
the 06:00 - 09:00 UT period. Lockwood et al. (1999) studied
the small scale thermodynamic structure in the ionosphere
between 06:30 and 07:05 UT, using mainly the ESR radar in
Svalbard and the Ny Ålesund meridian scanning photome-
ter. The present work is aimed at studying the detailed small
scale convection in and around the flow channels. We com-
pare these observations with a simulation of the Southwood
(1987) model of incompressible flow around a reconnected
flux tube, which we superimpose on large-scale convection
arising from another source of flow.

2 Observations

2.1 Instrumentation

The CUTLASS HF radar at Hankasalmi, Finland (62.3
✎
N,

26.6
✎
E) is a part of the extended network of HF radars

called SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network)
(see Greenwald et al., 1995, for further description). The
radars measure line-of-sight (l-o-s) plasma flow velocities in
the E and F-regions of the ionosphere. The field-of-view of
the Finland radar is roughly centered over Svalbard (see fig-
ure 1). On December 16, 1998, the Finland radar was op-
erated in a special mode allowing a high time resolution on
three of the sixteen possible beam directions (beams 5, 7, 9),
together with a nearly complete l-o-s velocity map (beams
1 to 14) every three minutes. Beam 7, which has the high-
est time resolution (10 seconds), is directed towards mag-
netic north. While completing the full map (which takes one
minute), the high resolution is maintained on beam 7. The
SuperDARN radar data are presented in both geographic and
AACGM geomagnetic coordinates (altitude-adjusted CGM
coordinates) (see Baker and Wing, 1989).

Optical observations have been obtained from two in-
struments at Ny Ålesund, Svalbard, situated at 78.9

✎
N and

11.9
✎
E in geographical coordinates (76

✎
magnetic latitude).

The meridian scanning photometer (MSP) is oriented ap-
proximately along the magnetic meridian and follows closely
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Fig. 1. The instrumental arrangement around Svalbard. The field of
view of the Finland SuperDARN radar is delimited by the thick solid
lines. High resolution beams 7 and 9, as well as the low resolution
beam 12, are shown with long dashes. The solid line centered on Ny
Ålesund (NAL) indicates the beam of the meridian scanning pho-
tometer. Several zenith angles are shown in the figure. The extreme
limit of the Ny Ålesund all-sky camera is shown with the dashed
circle.

beam 9 of the Finland radar. The MSP has an 18 second
resolution on 4 wavelengths, but only the red line (630 nm)
emission will be used in this paper. The Ny Ålesund all-sky
camera (ASC) has a 2 second integration time, and provided
images every minute of the 630 nm emission in the period
studied.

Data from the Wind satellite is used to obtain information
on the interplanetary magnetic field and the dynamic pres-
sure. During the period under study, the spacecraft was on
the morning side of the magnetosphere, approximately at (X,
Y, Z) = (4, -26, 24) RE in GSM coordinates.

2.2 Solar wind conditions

Figure 2 shows the IMF and the solar wind dynamical pres-
sure measured by Wind during the 06:00 to 08:00 UT pe-
riod. The period under discussion in this paper is the fairly
steady period between 06:22 and 07:30 UT, but special at-
tention is given to the 06:30-07:00 UT period, indicated by
vertical lines in the figure. This time interval is characterized
by negative Bz and By, after a period of positive Bz. The solar
wind pressure was rather steady between 2 and 3 nPa, with a
mean value at around 2.3 nPa. The delay between the Wind
spacecraft and the ionosphere is only a few minutes, the pre-
cise value being of no consequence for the analysis discussed
in this paper.

2.3 Optical data

2.3.1 Meridian scanning photometerFigure 3 shows the
MSP red line (630 nm) auroral emissions between 06:30 and
07:00 UT. Zenith angles southward of the station are in the
lower half of the figure, and are shown with negative val-
ues in figure 1. During this period, the large scale auroral
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Fig. 2. IMF components Bx, By and Bz (in GSM coordinates) and
the dynamic pressure of the solar wind. The period under study is
delimited by the two vertical lines.

structure shows an equatorward motion of the auroral oval,
which is consistent with the southward turning of the IMF
(e.g. Sibeck, 1994, and references therein). McCrea et al.
(1999) deduced also this motion from EISCAT and ground
magnetometer data. Another large scale variation is the pro-
gressive intensification of the mean auroral intensity observed
as the oval drifts equatorward. A clear feature in the data are
the strong brightenings that move poleward for a few min-
utes before disappearing (indicated by white arrows in the fig-
ure). These indicate the presence of poleward moving auroral
forms (PMAFs) of the type described by several authors and
usually observed around noon under similar IMF conditions
(e.g. Sandholt et al., 1990; Denig et al., 1993; Moen et al.,
1995). The strong brightenings after 06:45 UT are clearly as-
sociated with an equatorward shift of the auroral equatorward
boundary, a feature previously reported for PMAFs and asso-
ciated with pulsed dayside reconnection (e.g. Sandholt et al.,
1998b, and references therein). In the 06:40 to 07:00 UT pe-
riod, six poleward moving brightenings can be detected, re-
ferred to by the letters a to f in the figure. This gives a mean
repetition period of about 4.0 minutes, which is of the same
order as for previously reported PMAFs (e.g. Sandholt et al.,
1990, 1998b).

A closer inspection of the poleward moving intensifica-
tions shows that many of them appear to be made of several
sub-structures, indicated by arrows and referred to by indices.
This is particularly clear for events d and e. The mean sub-
structure repetition time in these intervals is 80-120 seconds.
This rebrightening has previously been reported for PMAFs
(e.g. Fasel et al., 1992, 1994). According to their study, the
delay between successive brightenings is typically 1.5-4 min-

utes, which agrees well with the data presented here. Fasel
et al. (1993) propose that the rebrightening is due to patchy
multiple X-line reconnection (Lee et al., 1993). Lysak et al.
(1995) note that the delay is similar to the Alfvén wave tran-
sit time between the magnetopause and the ionosphere, and
suggest that the successive brightenings might be due to an
Alfvén bounce effect. Recently, Lockwood et al. (1999) pro-
posed a new scheme for this rebrightening. They suggest that,
after the initial brightening, the increased rate of recombi-
nation, due to combined effects of high ion flow velocities
and Joule heating in a PMAF, leads to a decrease in auroral
emissions. As the velocity of the flow channel decreases, the
cusp/cleft precipitation reestablishes the plasma density, and
auroral activity increases again.

2.3.2 All-sky cameraFigure 4 shows two sequences of all-
sky camera images obtained during the periods when clear
signatures were recorded with the MSP (06:46 to 06:48 UT
and 06:50 to 06:53 UT). For easier comparison, the approx-
imate directions of the MSP and radar beams 7 and 9 are
shown at 06:48 UT. Both camera sequences show east-west
(in magnetic coordinates) aligned auroral structures which
formed between 0

✎
and 10

✎
E (shown with arrows) and then

moved eastward and northward before disappearing after a
few minutes. In the earlier sequence, there are also two large
auroral structures in the eastern part of the f-o-v (between
20
✎
E and 40

✎
E) that move poleward and disappear. In the sec-

ond sequence, the sharply defined auroral form between 0
✎

and 10
✎
E blends in with highly structured aurora that moves

mainly poleward. At the time of the ASC scans, the region
between 0

✎
and 10

✎
E corresponds approximately to 8 MLT.

The occurrence of PMAFs at such early hours might be some-
what surprising, but it is however in agreement with previous
observations for similar IMF conditions (e.g. Sandholt et al.,
1998a, and references therein).

A comparison between ASC and MSP optical data shows
that the isolated eastward moving structure observed in the
ASC field of view between 06:46 and 06:48 UT is clearly
detected as a poleward moving form in the MSP data. The
latter sharply defined structure (c.f. figure 4-d) is also de-
tected with the MSP, but as a part of a larger auroral event.
The observed eastward direction of motion is expected for
PMAFs events in the morning sector for the prevailing IMF
conditions (

✒
y ✓✕✔ ), as previously mentioned. These struc-

tures have thus all the characteristics of PMAFs and can be
attributed to magnetic reconnection.

The individual auroral structures observed with the ASC
in figure 4 show somewhat different eastward (magnetic)
movement. For example, figures 4-b to 4-c show that the
thin auroral form centered on 10

✎
E drifts essentially east-

ward while the two larger structures between about 20
✎
E

and 40
✎
E drift mainly poleward. This observation can be ex-

plained by magnetic tension considerations (Heelis, 1984).
For the present IMF configuration, a flux tube reconnected at
the magnetopause far from noon has greater curvature than
one reconnected closer to noon, and thus a higher magnetic
tension (e.g. the schematic in figure 7 in Lockwood et al.,
1999). For two separate flux tubes, the one reconnected far-
ther from noon on the morning side drives a higher eastward
flow, which translates also into a greater eastward drift.
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Fig. 3. Ny Ålesund Meridian Scanning Photometer measurements for the 630 nm wavelength. Zenith angles in the bottom half of the figure
are southward of the station. The white arrows indicate poleward moving auroral forms (labelled a to f) and their substructures (labelled with
indexes). Magnetic latitudes (assuming an emission altitude of 250 km) are shown to the right.

2.4 HF radar data

2.4.1 General convection characteristicsThe first panel in
figure 5 shows the Finland radar l-o-s velocity map measured
at 06:30 UT. The data is presented in geographical coordi-
nates for easier comparison with ASC data, but magnetic lat-
itude contours are also shown (solid lines). The 06:30 UT
time period is chosen to describe the large-scale plasma flow
for negative IMF Bz when no PMAFs are observed. Nega-
tive velocities are observed in the easternmost beams, while
positive velocities are observed on the western beams. This
is consistent with an eastward large-scale flow, as can be ex-
pected for the prevailing IMF conditions (negative By) in the
morning side of the ionosphere (see also the analysis by Mc-
Crea et al. (1999)). On the average, the transition between
positive and negative velocities between 06:30 and 07:00 UT
is observed on beam 6, which is directed 3 ✵ west of mag-
netic north. This indicates that the large-scale plasma flow is
almost purely longitudinal. This flow is also consistent with
the magnetometer data described by McCrea et al. (1999).

Figure 5 shows also a sequence of maps between 06:42
and 07:00 UT, in a period when many PMAFs were observed
with the MSP (c.f. figure 3). The comparison with the map at

06:30 UT shows that there is considerably more structure in
the flow when PMAFs are present. The high-speed negative
flow (orange and red coded velocities) are similar to the flow
channel structures previously observed (e.g. Pinnock et al.,
1995; Provan et al., 1998; Milan et al., 1999). The positive
(equatorward and/or westward) flow detected in the eastern-
most beams indicates vorticity in the convection and is remi-
niscent of the return flow outside a reconnected flux tube, as
modeled by Southwood (1987). These poleward and equator-
ward flow structures are studied in greater detail below.

Figure 6 shows the line of sight (l-o-s) velocity measured
on two of the high-resolution beams (beams 7 and 9), and
beam 12, as a function of magnetic latitude (MLAT) and
universal time. Geographic latitude (GLAT) is shown on the
right vertical axis. Beam 9 displays enhanced negative (pole-
ward) flow velocities (flow channels), most of them mov-
ing poleward along the radar beam. Assuming an emission
altitude of 250 km for the red line, the position of several
MSP observations have been reported on the middle panel
(beam 9) in figure 6. The solid lines represent estimated fits
(fits-by-eye) to red line emission intensities. This comparison
shows that each flow channel in radar data is associated with
a PMAF observed with the MSP, which confirms recent sim-
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Fig. 4.Red light all-sky camera images from Ny Ålesund between 06:46 to 06:48 UT and 06:51 to 06:53 UT. The 630 nm aurora is projected
to 250 km. Auroral forms are seen to form at the western edge of the background aurora and move eastward and poleward (shown with
arrows). The approximate directions of the MSP and radar beams 7 and 9 are shown at 06:48 UT.
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Fig. 5. Radar data on December 16, 1998, in geographical coordinates. The l-o-s velocity is color coded, negative velocity indicating flow
away from the radar and positive velocity indicating flow towards the radar. Several magnetic isolatitudes are shown with solid lines. The
MSP and beam 9 line-of-sights are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively.

ilar observations by Milan et al. (1999). These authors have
shown a good co-localisation of flow channels and PMAFs,
but we cannot deduce from the present data whether these
two signatures are perfectly co-localised or not. This problem
arises mainly from incertainties in the geographical mapping
of both the auroral and radar data, which in turn are related
to the incertainty in the emission altitude of the red line emis-

sion and the altitude of the radar backscatter. Another factor is
the event propagation time from the MSP meridian to beam 9.
However, as two selected flow channel events are discussed
in detail below, we show that their size and behavior is similar
to that of the associated PMAFs.

Superimposed on the velocity diagram, the dashed line
in the middle panel of figure 6 (beam 9) shows the low lat-
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itude limit of large spectral width (larger than 150 m/s) in
radar data. This limit between narrow and wide HF spectra
has been shown to indicate the position of the separatrix be-
tween closed and opened field lines in the cusp (Baker et al.,
1997; Pinnock et al., 1999). This limit correlates closely with
the low latitude boundary of the red line emissions at the level
of 3 kR (shown by the dotted line), after the initial period of
equatorward drift of the auroral emission. A similar correla-
tion has been observed by Milan et al. (1999) between the
1.5 kR low latitude limit and the 10 dB backscatter power.
These results indicate a strong relationship between optical
intensity and properties of HF radar data. The data in beam 9
show also that the velocity flow channels are initiated close
to the equatorward edge of 630 nm dominant aurora before
propagating poleward.

2.4.2 06:47 UT eventThe ASC sequence from 06:46 to
06:48 UT (c.f. figure 4) shows the development of a thin arc at
around 10 ✵ E, elongated in the magnetic east-west direction.
The arc moves mainly eastward with a phase velocity of the
order of 1.9 km/s. Between 06:47 and 06:48 UT, the shape
of the arc changes from linear to being curved, indicating a
northward motion of the central part of the arc.

The associated flow channel is observed on beam 9 of the
HF radar between 06:46 and 06:47:30 UT. The precise time
of the start of the flow channel cannot be stated, because of
the lower resolution due to the scanning over the full set of
radar beams between 06:45 and 06:46 UT. The flow channel
is mainly absent in beam 7, although some signatures are de-
tected at 74 ✵ -75 ✵ MLAT between 06:47 and 06:48 UT. This
is consistent with the limited longitudinal range of northward
motion deduced from the ASC data (observed mainly east-
ward of beam 7 in figure 4), but may also be because the flow
is close to being perpendicular to the beam. During the event,
the radial velocity measured on beam 9 is about 1.2-1.3 km/s.
If one assumes that the 1.9 km/s phase velocity, deduced from
the ASC data, represents also the velocity in the associated
flow channel, then the northward (magnetic) velocity compo-
nent is about 1.0 km/s.

The MSP optical data associated with this event are the
red line emissions between 06:46:30 and 06:48 UT (event d ✞
in figure 3). The comparison of optical and radar data in the
middle panel of figure 6 show that there is a slight delay
(about 1 minute) from the flow channel observed by the radar
and the MSP observations.

Judging from the ASC image at 06:47 UT, the dimen-
sions of this isolated structure are about 40 km in latitude and
400 km in longitude, which agrees well with previous ASC
observations (e.g. Sandholt et al., 1990). This corresponds
also well to the dimensions of the flow channel observed in
the velocity map at 06:48 UT (c.f. figure 5) in beams 7-10 at
around 75 ✵ MLAT.

2.4.3 06:52 UT eventThe l-o-s velocities in beam 7 (top
panel in figure 6) show a small flow channel observed be-
tween 06:51:30 and 06:52:30 UT, indicated by a solid line.
The same event is observed about 80 seconds later on beam 9,
at a higher latitude (both magnetic and geographic). At these
latitudes, beams 7 and 9 are about 100 km/s wide, and the

distance between the center of beams 7 and 9 is thus about
200 km. The delay between the event detection on these two
beams indicates an eastward (magnetic) phase velocity of
about 2.4 km/s. However, the flow localization within a radar
cell of measure is not precise, so this value can only be used
as an indicator of the eastward phase velocity. The flow ve-
locities of this event can be deduced from the l-o-s velocities
measured on beams 7 and 9. They yield a northward (mag-
netic) component of 1.0 km/s and an eastward component of
1.8 km/s, similar to that obtained in section 2.4.2. The east-
ward flow velocity is comparable to the 2.4 km/s eastward
phase velocity, which supports the Southwood flow model.

The MSP optical data associated with this event are the
intense red line emissions between 06:51 and 06:53 UT
(event e ✟ in figure 3). This intensification is a substructure
of a long-lasting auroral event starting at 06:49 UT. The ASC
sequence of images between 06:51 and 06:53 UT (c.f. fig-
ure 4) show the poleward and eastward motion of a thick arc,
in agreement with this picture. The small delay (less than
1 minute) between the MSP event and the flow channel is
consistent with the eastward motion of the structure from the
MSP meridian to beam 9 (c.f. figures 1 and 4). Other events
show a lag that is similar (event e ✠ ) or even less (events e ✞
and f). Only event d ✞ shows an inversed lag, as already men-
tioned.

2.4.4 Return flow velocitiesThe data discussion in the pre-
ceding sections showed the relatively good correspondence
between PMAFs detected in the optical data (MSP and ASC)
and flow channels in radar data (poleward and eastward ve-
locities). The radar velocity maps in figure 5 show also the
presence of patches of equatorward and/or westward veloci-
ties in the vicinity of the flow channels, which indicates the
presence of the return flow, as modeled by Southwood (1987).
This possibility is analyzed below.

The bottom panel in figure 6 shows the radar data in
beam 12, which is to the east of beam 9 (c.f. figure 1). Al-
though the temporal resolution is low (one scan every three
minutes), the patches of positive flow yield important infor-
mation. The data between 06:39 and 07:00 UT show clearly
that the positive flow patches shift equatorward with time,
following the general movement of the equatorward red line
boundary. The flow intensity increases also with time, ex-
actly as the red line auroral intensity. After 07:00 UT, PMAFs
move essentially eastward through the MSP meridian (c.f. the
discussion in Lockwood et al., 1999, and their figure 1). From
that same moment, the positive flow patches disappear from
the data in beam 12 (not shown). These observations suggest
a relation between the positive flow and the PMAFs.

To test this further, the global structure (not individual
sub-structres) of three 630 nm PMAFs has been plotted on
the beam 12 data (events d, e and f, shown with solid lines).
The auroral and radar data comparison shows that there is
excellent agreement between the latitude of the equatorward
edges of the PMAFs and the positive l-o-s velocity patches.
Both show also a similar equatorward shift with time.

When comparing the PMAF to the radar data, one has to
bear in mind that beam 12 is about 300 km to the east of
the MSP meridian and that the time resolution on beam 12
is poor, since the data is acquired once every 3 minutes. It is
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thus to be expected that there be some delay between MSP
and beam 12 data. If examined carefully, the beam 12 data
show three poleward progressions of flow patches in the pe-
riod between 06:48 and 07:00 UT. The poleward drift of these
patches is much slower than that of the individual PMAF sub-
structures plotted onto beam 9 data, but it compares well with
that of the global PMAF structures. This strengthens further
the idea of a relationship between the PMAFs and the pos-
itive velocity patches. These flow patches could thus be the
signatures of the return flow outside reconnected flux tubes,
in agreement with the Southwood (1987) model. To examine
this hypothesis, we simulated this modeled flow in the field-
of-view of the Finland SuperDARN radar.

3 Simulated signatures of a reconnected flux tube

3.1 Quantification of the Southwood model

Wei and Lee (1990) and Lockwood (1991) have proposed a
quantitative ionospheric convection model for FTEs, inspired
by the Southwood model. This convection model supposes
a two-dimensional ionosphere with uniform conductivity. At
the footprint of the reconnected flux tube in the ionosphere,
they suppose an uniform elliptical plasma cloud that travels
through the ambient plasma as the flux tube is pulled by mag-
netic tension. As in the Southwood model, the flow velocity
inside the cloud is the same as the phase velocity of the cloud
itself. The flow is divergence-free everywhere, curl-free ex-
cept at the cloud border, and zero at infinity.

The results of Wei and Lee (1990) can be used to calcu-
late the theoretical ionospheric flow resulting from an FTE as
detected by SuperDARN radars. As the radars measure the
l-o-s velocity component, the calculated velocity vector has
to be projected onto the l-o-s of each radar beam.

There are four free parameters in the Wei and Lee (1990)
model: the cloud extension in latitude and longitude, the
phase velocity of the cloud and the direction of motion (flow
angle) with respect to magnetic north. We used both ASC
and radar data to obtain the dimensions of individual PMAFs
and the associated flow channels, and to estimate the veloc-
ity. Typical dimensions are 40-120 km in latitude and 400-
700 km in longitude, which agrees with previous results (e.g.
Sandholt et al., 1990). The phase velocity is between 0.8 and
2.0 km/s, and flow angles between 30 ✵ and 70 ✵ east of mag-
netic north.

3.1.1 Application to radar dataFigure 7 shows two exam-
ples of simulated flow structures, superimposed on a purely
eastward (magnetic) background flow of 600 m/s. This back-
ground flow is, in general, different from the flow within the
event. This means that the background flow is not driven
by reconnection in the same location and by the same IMF
and solar wind as for the event. If it were due to reconnec-
tion in the same place, then the IMF and/or solar wind must
have changed so that the flow produced is different. All field
lines reconnected in the same place to the same IMF/solar
wind would experience the same forces and undergo the same
pattern of motion. The interplanetary observations on this
day show no significant changes (see figure 2) and so we
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Fig. 7.Simulated HF radar data in geographical coordinates. Several
magnetic isolatitudes are shown with solid paths. Panel a: Single
flow channel. Panel b: Two flow channels.

can eliminate that possibility. The background flow could
be driven by ongoing reconnection elsewhere on the mag-
netopause, for which the combination of the tension force
and sheath flow is different (Lockwood et al., 1999). Alter-
natively, the flow could be associated with ongoing recon-
nection in the tail current sheet (see Fox et al., 1994).

The simulations are not intended to reproduce exactly the
radar signatures, but rather to be a basis for a comparison be-
tween the Southwood model and real data. Panel a shows the
flow due to a single structure, with a longitudinal extent of
500 km and drifting with a velocity of 1.6 km/s with respect
to the background convection in a direction of 65 ✵ to the east
of magnetic north. This example was chosen to mimic the
flow situation at 06:48 UT in figure 5. As expected, the east-
ward and poleward flow in the structure is detected as nega-
tive flow in radar data. The return flow outside the structure
is detected as positive velocities at the east- and westward
edges.
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Since both radar and ASC data show the presence of more
than one structure in the f-o-v, it is necessary to simulate the
flow due to at least two structures. This kind of simulation can
indicate how flow from one interacts with the flow from the
other. Panel b shows two structures at the same longitude. The
structures have both flow angles of 40

�
, and the poleward and

equatorward structures have velocities of 0.8 and 0.5 km/s
and longitudinal extents are 600 km and 450 km, respectively.
This type of situation can be observed at 06:42 and 06:54 UT.

We recall that the above quoted velocities are given rel-
ative to the uniform 600 m/s eastward background velocity.
The latitudinal extent of all the simulated structures is 40 km,
but the apparent extent is larger due to the plasma cloud push-
ing and pulling the incompressible plasma surrounding the
structure.

4 Discussion

4.1 Simulated flow

The simulated flow in figure 7-a, based on the Southwood
(1987) model for FTEs, reproduces the main features ex-
pected: the negative (poleward) flow in the center of the event
and the positive (equatorward) return flow at the edges. A
comparison with figure 5 shows that the simulated flow in-
tensities inside and outside the structure are similar to those
observed in real data. The model can thus be judged to be
successful in predicting the plasma flow for an isolated FTE.
However, there are some differences in the return flow be-
tween the real and simulated data that need some discussion.

The intensity of the simulated return flow at the eastern
edge of the event is of the same order as the positive veloci-
ties in the real data, or only slightly higher. However, the spa-
tial extent of the simulated return flow is much smaller than
in figure 5, for example at 06:48 UT when a relatively iso-
lated structure is observed at 75

�
MLAT (see the discussion

in section 2.4.2). One explanation might be the deformation
of the real events with time. The ASC images in figure 4 be-
tween 06:47 and 06:48 UT show this deformation, apparent
in the leading (eastward) part of the PMAF. This deformation
has also been reported by other authors (e.g. Sandholt et al.,
1990, their figure 4b). The data in figure 5 at 06:48 UT indi-
cates as well that the associated flow channel is curved. This
deformation of the leading edge of the structure can result in
a higher vorticity, and thus a greater equatorward return flow
outside the flow channel itself.

Although the flow channel and the associated auroral
structure at 06:48 UT are relatively isolated, the neighbor-
ing structures might affect the flow. The example in figure 7-
b, inspired by the 06:54 UT velocity map in figure 5, shows
how the presence of two structures can affect the overall flow.
Since the ionosphere is considered to be incompressible, the
flow pattern from one structure extends far beyond the spatial
limits of the reconnected flux tube. However, it is clear from
the comparison between the simulation and the 06:54 UT ve-
locity map that the simulation cannot reproduce the positive
velocity patch in the real data, neither in size nor in inten-
sity. The spatial confinement of the simulated return flow is
such that it does not add up efficiently. It is also clear that
the possible cause evoked above for the smaller extent of the

return flow in simulated data is not capable of explaining this
difference, so other reasons must be sought.

Another difference between the real and simulated flow is
the return flow on the westward edge of the moving structure.
The simulated flow shows a clear return flow while it is not
apparent in some maps in figure 5, for example at 06:42 and
06:45 UT. One of the limitations of the model used can per-
haps explain this difference between real and simulated return
flows, both at the east- and westward edges of the flow chan-
nels. In our calculations, the flow due to an FTE was simply
superimposed on the background convection. It is however
possible that the presence of FACs due to the FTE modifies
the cusp and region 1 currents near the cusp. Figure 8 is re-
produced from Lockwood et al.(1993a) (c.f. their figures 1-e
and 1-f), and shows the idealized ionospheric flow in the day-
side northern hemisphere during Bz

✁✄✂
and By

✁☎✂
IMF

conditions. Figure 8-a shows the flow and associated cusp
and region 1 FACs before a reconnection event, which has
just taken place in figure 8-b. The flow and the positions of
the FACs in figure 8-b are in agreement with the Southwood
model. The region of red line auroral emissions associated
with newly opened field lines is shown by the grey region in
the figure. Within this region, the flow is mainly eastward,
with a small northward component. The equatorward return
flow is shown to be at the eastward edge of the structure. Both
these features are detected in the radar data in the present
study, and were also simulated successfully. However, there
is no equatorward flow predicted on the west side of the struc-
ture, unlike in our simulation, but in agreement with the ob-
servations. The importance of the return flow on the east side
of the structure stems from the fact that the eastward motion
of the newly reconnected flux tubes affects mainly the flow
on closed field lines (e.g. figure 4 by Cowley, 1998). It is thus
not unlikely that in the simulation, the superposition of the
FTE flow on the background convection is too simplistic, and
that the global changes of the FACs in the cusp region have
to be taken into account. That is however beyond the scope
of this paper.

The simulations are based on patches of newly-opened
flux that are fixed in shape. As pointed out earlier, this is not
entirely consistent with the 630 nm emissions shown in fig-
ure 4. The evolution of the shape of the patches of newly-
opened flux produced by a reconnection burst was introduced
by Cowley et al.(1991), and was an essential part of their the-
oretical prediction of “cusp ion steps” (Lockwood and Smith,
1992). Without this evolution, it is not possible for patches
of newly opened flux to be appended directly to each other
and so the contiguous, but stepped, precipitation of sheath
ions that is observed would not be possible. In the next sec-
tion, we illustrate how changes in the shape of the pattern
can qualitatively explain some of the differences between the
observed and simulated line-of-sight velocities (shown in fig-
ures 5 and 7, respectively)

4.2 Flows due to a sequence of reconnection pulses

Cowley et al. (1991) have studied the evolution of a patch of
newly opened flux, and of the associated flow equipotentials,
following an isolated pulse of reconnection. They presented
this evolution for two cases, with small and large magni-
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12 MLTa) 12 MLTb)

Fig. 8. Figures reproduced from Lockwood et al. (1993a), showing the ionospheric flow, cusp and region 1 FACs in the dayside northern
hemisphere during ✆ z ✝✟✞ and ✆ y ✝✠✞ IMF conditions. The thick dashed line indicates the merging line. Figure a shows the conditions
before a reconnection event. Figure b shows the change in FACs and flow immediately after reconnection. The grey region in the figure
indicates red line auroral emission.
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the evolution of patches of newly-opened flux (shaded grey) and flow streamlines (lines with arrows) for certain times
shown in figure 5. Dashed lines equatorward of the open-closed boundary (indicated with a thick line) show where the new events are about
to form, those in the polar cap show old events on which significant precipitation has ceased. The vertical line in each plot is the meridian
scanned by the MSP.

tude of the IMF By component. Lockwood et al.(1993b) and
Lockwood (1994) generalized the sequence for small IMF
By to allow for a sequence of reconnection pulses which are
closer in time than the duration of the effects of each. The
data presented here are for large IMF ✡By ✡ and the events
have a mean repeat period of about 4 minutes. Cowley and
Lockwood (1992) estimate that the effects of each recon-
nection pulse will last for 15-20 minutes after the pulse has
ended. Thus the events discussed here are forming long be-
fore the flows due to the prior event have subsided and an
explanation of the observed flows requires a generalization
of the kind given by Lockwood (1994), but for large IMF
✡By ✡ . This is presented in figure 9, which are schematic il-
lustrations for 4 instants, corresponding to radar maps in fig-
ure 5. In each panel, dusk is towards the right and dawn to

the left and the vertical line is the meridian scanned by the
MSP. Patches of newly open flux are shaded grey. The open-
closed field line bounary (OCB), indicated with a thick line
in the figure, is shifted locally equatorward where flux tubes
have recently been reconnected. Dashed lines equatorward of
the OCB show where newly-opened flux is shortly to be pro-
duced by a reconnection pulse. Dashed lines poleward of the
OCB delineate patches on which precipitation is fading as the
field lines are appended to the lobe.

In order to generate these schematics, a number of rules
have been followed. The flow within each patch of newly-
opened flux is consistent with the motion and distortion in
shape of the event itself. Events move rapidly zonally and
then progressively poleward as the curvature force decays
and motion becomes slower and dominated by the magne-
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tosheath sheath flow (Lockwood et al., 1989, 1990). Flow
streamlines cross non-reconnecting (“adiaroic”) segments of
the open/closed boundary where that boundary is in motion
(Siscoe and Huang, 1985). Regions influenced by more than
one transient event give flow that is the superposition of the
flow patterns due to each event individually. Flow stream-
lines close in loops because the ionosphere is incompressible.
The events are labelled d-f according to the event identifica-
tion from the MSP data (cf. figure 3). The same events have
been labelled e-g by Lockwood et al.(1999). Along the MSP
meridian, the patches of newly opened flux evolve poleward,
as observed in figure 3 for the PMAFs. Event sizes, onset
times and locations are chosen to fit the radar data shown in
figure 5. Flow directions and speed must also match those de-
rived from the radar data. The ASC data (cf. figure 4) has also
been used to estimate the evolution of events. This data per-
mitted for example to deduce that event f was only partially
developed at 06:54 UT, but fully developed at 06:57 UT. By
following these rules, it is possible to arrive at the sequence
of events shown in figure 9 that match the major features of
the MSP, ASC and radar data.

A key difference between the “evolving patch” models of
Cowley et al. (1991), Lockwood et al. (1993a,b) and Lock-
wood (1994) and the earlier, “rigid moving flux tube” models
of Wei and Lee (1990) and Lockwood (1991) is that the latter
do not consider the development of the open-closed field line
boundary. The rigid tube models will necessarily distort this
boundary up into ever-increasingly complicated folds. The
evolving patch models, on the other hand, allow this bound-
ary to maintain a simple (broadly L-shell aligned) form. In
these models, the return flows expand with time, such that
the open-closed boundary migrates equatorward at all local
times. This expansion was directly observed by Lockwood
et al.(1993b). The need for this expansion is clearly apparent
when we compare the data in figure 5 with the simulations in
figure 7.

5 Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a study of simultaneous and
co-located data sets from radar and optical instruments. In
general, there is good spatial and temporal agreement be-
tween PMAFs and localized velocity enhancements in the
radar data. It is also shown that the open/closed field line
boundary, as determined by the spectral width of the line-of-
sight radar velocity, corresponds well to the 3 kR equatorward
boundary of the 630 nm emission.

The analysis of the ASC and radar l-o-s velocity data
shows that the velocity of the PMAFs is similar to the the
convection velocity of the flow enhancements detected by the
radar. This observation supports the ionospheric flow model
put forward by Southwood (1987). The existence of equator-
ward flow patches in radar data indicated also a return flow
outside a reconnected flux tube, as modeled by Southwood
(1987). These observational facts lead to the simulation of
this flow model in radar data, using the results of Wei and
Lee (1990).

The simulated flow shows the general characteristics of
the real data: a flow channel associated with the PMAF and
return flow at the east- and westward edges of the event. Some

of the differences between real and simulated data can be ex-
plained by the complexity of real data compared to the model:
the temporal deformation of the PMAFs, and more than one
structure contributing to the flow. The global modification of
FACs in the cusp region could explain the weak return flow at
the westward edge of events and the stronger than expected
return flow at the eastward edge. The FAC modifications, due
to the evolution of the shape of the patch of newly-opened
flux and also associated with the expansion of the flow to-
wards dawn and dusk, such that the open-closed boundary
maintains a simple, relatively undistorted form, are an impor-
tant factor for understanding the small scale flow. Finally we
presented schematics, based on observations, showing how
the presence of multiple structures modifies poleward and
equatorward flows.
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